Burning Man began one summer's night on Baker Beach in San
Francisco when its creator, Larry Harvey, in a moment of personal catharsis, burned a wooden effigy at an impromptu party with friends.^The event became ritualized and recurred annually, until the crowds grew so big that the police had to interfere, at which point the group decided to move out to the desert. Since 1990, Burning Man has taken place on Labor Day weekend at the Black Rock Desert in northwestern Nevada, two hours north of Reno. Despite its popularity on the Internet, the vast majority of Burning fans are from San Francisco, which is historically connected to Black Rock.
In 1843, John C. Fremont, the area's first explorer, traversed the desert in search of the legendary Buenaventura River "which was said to flow from the Rocky Mountains to the Bay of San Francisco. "-^B y 1 998, a disgruntled local argued that San Francisco's colonization of Black Rock was complete: "in the '40s, they were going to use the Black Rock as a place to dump the garbage of San Francisco. And now they have."Ĥ arvey makes a spiritual connection between Burning Man and Disney when he writes: "we do a lot of things priests do. Witness all the temples that have ever been built. Think of them as theme parks. These theme parks induce a certain kind of primal feeling, a certain kind of excitement, a certain sort of passion. Except you have to pay to get into their theme parks. You have to pay an intellectual price." Well, you have to pay for Burning Man, too: rather a lot. In 1998, it cost $40 at the gate; in 2000, entry was $200. At least, Harvey implies, you don't have to expend your mind. readings the rights and started Burnmanland."'' But the Cazene's prophecy has already happened. Harvey himself argues that "only greater commerce with this wider world can forge the kind of bond that will hold Black Rock City's civilization together."^Issues of commercialism have become inextricable from Burning Man. A ticket to Burning Man must be bought through Ticketmaster (Fig. 1 ). Its small print declares that "commercial vending [is] prohibited" and avows that "this is not a consumer event"-another of its many hypocrisies. The largest tent on the whole site, at its centre, is in fact one large vending zone-the Cafe Temps Perdus. Reeking of Proust, the cafe wins hands-down in the surrealist stakes as its offerings (Espresso, Cappuccino, Biscotti, etc.) 67 5 X "There is no corporate advertising allowed at Burning Man," warns the Survival Guide-an ironic statement considering that the most visible purpose of Burning Man is to allow people to advertise their corpuses. But, even though any sign of "corporate advertising" is mostly satirical, the images of Burning Man's attitude to mainstream advertising as published in the Burning Man-sanctioned coffee-table publication Burning Man, are of course themselves much-publicized advertisements for the wit, subversiveness, and imagined freedom of Burning Man itself.'
In a rare public acknowledgement of its elitism and snobbery, the Burning Man Video Agreement declares "Nobody wants to see Burning Man on a Nike ad," a statement curious for a number of reasons. First, most of its consumerist participants probably buy Nii<e shoes. Secondly, Burning Man's avowed desire to overcome the "limitations of nature" is eminently compatible with the societal and spatial liberation promised by, say, the Nike shoe.
Thirdly, Burning Man is, in fact, deeply concerned with advertising and the kind of mass publication of its imagery that the Internet allows. Fourthly, like the Land Speed Records that share its turf. Burning Man is obsessed with the consumption of technology and the pursuit of speed, its souped-up "art cars" straining to grow wings and become as fleet of foot as the goddess Nike herself. In 1 999, the Burning Man airport manager said she expected "75 planes this year. Many will get here in just over an hour from the Bay area."io Winged Nike would be Burning Man's consummate icon. is precisely the pornographic manual that its organizers assert they wish to avoid; its preferred costume is palpably the birthday suit, and several photos are extremely suggestive (Fig. 2 Rock University, restaurants, cafes, bars and nightclubs, an entertainment zone and a place of worship (the Man), its own local bus service, a nearby°^^"
'"S train station, an airport, parking lot and public toilets, its own police force "Th w f I d"^" *^rangers, a security and tourism office; it publishes several daily newspapers, has several radio stations, satellite receivers, an internet site and various cyber-outlets; it has streetlights and an electric grid, and last year, its population allegedly rose to 30,000 people.
For Flan/ey, Black Rock Desert's transformation into Black Rock City due to Burning Man is a form of therapy for its "inhabitants[;] it socializes them... I've seen social derelicts become bon vivants." Harvey's act of civilization thus merges with gentrification, demanding good taste and a luxuriant decadence. Burning Man's central paradox is the contrast between its reliance upon a relatively law-free desert in order for its participants to go naked and get high, and its need for a new city in order to regulate these potential offenders, and stop "radical self expression" from getting too radical or selfish or expressive. This compromise results in its suburbanization. Though its population grows at a fantastic and unnatural rate, nearly doubling in 1999, it remains as diminutive as a suburb. Two miles in every direction, it is sparsely but homogenously populated, a victim of multidirectional residential sprawl. A vast parking lot, its compacted clay a fine imitation of asphalt. Black Rock City is little more than an accumulation of mid-sized homes, each with a back and a front door, plenty of room to play, the car parked outside, and the occasional garden (Fig. 3) .
A half-satirical article in the daily alternative newspaper Piss Clear suggested further gating of the community: "perhaps people should be screened and interviewed before they're allowed to attend." The edge of satire belies a common complaint, whose source is the San Franciscans' resentment of their reliance upon ticket-sales to subsidize their private, colonial festivities. Burning Man wants to protect its sandpit. Forced to invite Figure 2. Photo Credit: Gerry n _ ,,, ", , ", .,,.,, readings outsiders, Burning Man resorts to thickening its social shell, feigning oblivion to its surroundings. Harvey asserts that "you are free to do pretty much anything that delights you, and you can rest assured other people will enjoy what you have done."'-
